The Castle Bridge Reel
A 7 x 32 bar 4-hand reel (2 couples facing).

(24) Opening: **Lead Around, Advance & Retire, and Pass Through.**
(8) Lead Around once to place.
(16) Advance, Retire, and Change Places:
  (4) Advance & Retire.
  (2) Advance.
  (2) 1s dance between 2s; all finish in opposite's place facing the other couple.
(8) Repeat to home place, 2s between 1s.

(24) Body: **Lead Around and Irish Square.**
(8) Lead Around once to place.
(16) Irish Square.

(24) 1st Figure: **Advance & Retire and Swing.**
(4) Advance & Retire.
(4) 1/2 Around the House with partner to the other side of the dance.
(8) Advance & Retire then 1/2 Around the House with opposite to place.
(8) Advance & Retire then Swing partner in place.

(24) Body: **Lead Around and Irish Square.**

(24) 2nd Figure: **Ones Track.**
(2) 1st lady dance through 2s and turn around to the Left (2s dance forward a little).
(4) 1st lady dance 7s Left and then Right. Meanwhile, all others circle Left and then Right quickly and without setting.
(2) 1st lady dance home through the 2s.
(8) Repeat, but 1st man goes through the 2s, turns Right, and circles Right first.
(8) Around the House.
Body: **Lead Around** and **Irish Square**.

3rd Figure: **Twos Track**. Repeat 2nd figure but the 2s lead.

Body: **Lead Around** and **Irish Square**.

Closing: **Bend the Ring**, **Irish Chain**, **Around the House**, and **Lead Around**.
- Bend the Ring (Forward & Back twice).
- Irish Chain.
- Around the House.
- Lead Around.

**Caller's Notes for The Castle Bridge Reel:**

Opening: **Lead Around** and **Advance & Retire**, and **Pass Through**.

Body: **Lead Around** and **Irish Square**.

1st Figure: **Advance & Retire** and **Swing**.

Body: **Lead Around** and **Irish Square**.

2nd Figure: **Ones Track**.

Body: **Lead Around** and **Irish Square**.

3rd Figure: **Twos Track**.

Body: **Lead Around** and **Irish Square**.

Closing: **Bend the Ring**, **Irish Chain**, **Around the House**, and **Lead Around**.